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??? 1?? 6????? (????)?????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? (X;Y;    ) ??????????
????????????? (??????????? 1 ?? 6) ?????????
(X ;Y;    )???????? (???)???? (x 2 X ; y 2 Y;    )?????????
??????????????????????????
34 ? 2? ???????
2.1.2 ????
???? X ???????????????????????? (???????)?
????????????????? PX ??????????? X ??????? x
?????????????????????PX(x) = PrfX = xg ????????
PrfAg????????????????
2??????X;Y ????????X ? Y ?????????PXY ??????
???? PXY (x; y)???????????? y ??????????X
y2Y
PXY (x; y) = PX(x) (2.1)
????????????????????????????????????????
?????? PX(x)?????????
???? X ??????????????? Y ????????????????
PY jX ????????????? PXY ??????????????










?? 2.1.1?Markov????? ??????????? Z ???? a > 0?????
PrfZ  ag  
a
(2.3)





?? 2.1.2?Markov????? [122]? ???? Z 2 [0;m]?????? a 2 [0;m)?
????
PrfZ  ag    a
m  a (2.4)
??????????? Z ???????? 


























?? f ????????????????? 2 ? x;y ?????? t 2 (0; 1) ??
???
f(tx+ (1  t)y)  tf(x) + (1  t)f(y) (2.6)
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PXY (x; y) logPXY (x; y) (2.10)
??????? 
??????? X ? 0? 1??? 2?????????????????? 2???
????????p = PX(X = 1)????
h2(p)
4
=  p log p  (1  p) log(1  p) (2.11)
???????
2?????? X ? Y ????????Y ??? y ???????? X ?????
???
H(XjY = y) 4=  
X
x2X
PXjY (xjy) logPXjY (xjy) (2.12)
???????????? H(XjY = y) ????? Y ????????????? Y
????????????X ???????????H(XjY )???????????
???
?? 2.2.2???????????? ???? Y ???????????? X ???
???????? H(XjY )?










PXY (x; y) logPXjY (xjy) (2.13)
?????????????1???? 2????????? (2.2)????? 
???????????????????????
?? 2.2.1??????????? ?????? H(X)??????????????
??????????
1. ?????????????????0  H(X)  jX j ??????????
????????????????? (??????? 1 ?? x0 2 X ????
PX(x
0) = 1?????????? x????? PX(x) = 0?????)????
???????????? (???????? x 2 X ???? PX(xi) = 1=jX j)
??????
2. H(X)  H(XjY )??????Y ???????????????????X ?
?????????????
3. H(X;Y ) = H(X)+H(Y jX)????????????????????????
38 ? 2? ???????
4. ????X?Y?Z ?????Markov?????????H(XjY Z) = H(XjY )?

?? 4.????????? X?Y?Z ?????Markov?????????????
?????????????
PXY Z(x; y; z) = PX(x)PY jX(yjx)PZjY (zjy) (2.14)
?????????????????? X-Y -Z ??????
2.2.2 ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????X ? Y ??????????????????Shannon?????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????





















??????????????????????? PX ??????? PY jX ???
???????????????????????????? I(X;Y ) ??????
I(PX ; PY jX)???????????????????????
?????????????????? Z ????????????????????
???
?? 2.2.4??????????? ???? Z ????????????? X ???










?? 2.2.2?????????? ????? I(X;Y ) ???????????
I(X;Y jZ)????????????
1. I(X;Y ) = H(Y )  H(Y jX) = H(X)  H(XjY ) ?? I(X;Y jZ) = H(Y jZ)  
H(Y jXZ) = H(XjZ) H(XjY Z)?
2. I(X;Y )  0???????? X ? Y ????????????? PXY (x; y) =
PX(x)PY (y)??????????
3. ??????? PX ?????????? I(PX ; PY jX)????????????
??????????? (2.6)??????? t 2 [0; 1]???? PY jX ?? QY jX
????
I(PX ; tPY jX + (1  t)QY jX) = tI(PX ; PY jX) + (1  t)I(PX ; QY jX) (2.18)
??????
4. I(XY ;Z) = I(X;Z) + I(Y ;ZjX)????????????????????
???
















?? 2.2.3 Kullback-Leibler??? D(PX jjQX)??????????
1. D(PX jjQX)  0?
2. D(PX jjQX) = 0? PX(x) = QX(x)???????????
3. Kullback-Leibler??? D(PX jjQX)?????? I(X;Y )???? I(X;Y ) =
D(PXY jjPXPY )??????????

????? 1. ??? 2. ???Kullback-Leibler ???? 2 ????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
40 ? 2? ???????
(D(PX jjQX) 6= D(QX jjPX))??????????????????????????




?? 2.2.6?????? ???? X ??????? PX ? QX ???????
d(PX ; QX)?












?????????? Kullback-Leibler?????????? Pinsker???? [125]
?????????????????????
?? 2.2.4?Pinsker???? [125]? ???? d(PX ; QX) ? Kullback-Leibler ???
D(PX jjQX)????
2d(PX ; QX)


















??????Mn = f1;    ;Mng ??????? i ???????????? 'An :
Mn ! Xn ???????????????????? n???? 'An (i) 2 Xn ???
???????X ??????????????
?????????????? 'An (i) 2 Xn ???? W ????????????
????? Wn : Xn ! Yn ???????? (Y ???????????????)?
x 2 Xn ????????? y 2 Yn ???????????Wn(yjx)???????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
????????? 'Bn (i) 2 Yn ??????????  Bn : Yn !Mn ??????
???????????? i^ 2 Mn ??????????????????? ('An ;  Bn )
??????????????????????????








Prf Bn ('Bn (i)) 6= ig (2.22)
???????????????? i???????????????????????
???????????? i??????????
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PY jX(1j0) = PY jX(0j1) = 
PY jX(1j1) = PY jX(0j0) = 1  
????
????????? PX(x = 1) = p????????????? ??? BSC???
????






????????h2(p)? 2??????? (2.11)?????????????? p = 1=2
???????????????????????????BSC?????? C ?




??????? (WnB ;WnE) ???????????????WnB : Xn ! Yn ????
???????????? WnE : Xn ! Zn ???????????????X ???
????????Y ?? Z ??????????????? n????? x 2 Xn ??






???????????Mn = f1;    ;Mng??????? i??????????
???????MnLn ???? C ????????????? Ln ????????Mn
???? Ck; (k 2 [1;Mn])????????????? C ???????Ck ????
?????
? 2.2??????????????????????? i??????? 'An :Mn !
Xn ??????? 1.2.1???????????????? 'An ??????? i???
?????? Ci ????? 'An (i) 2 Xn ??????????? (???)??????
?????????? 'Bn (i) 2 Yn ????  Bn : Yn !Mn ????????????
Ci ?????????????? i^????????????????????????
('An ;  
B
n )?????????????????


















D(P (i)n jjn); (2.29)
??????????D(jj)? Kullback-Leibler??? (2.19)????En ??????
? i 2 Mn ?????????????? P (i)n ???????????????? n
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?? 2.3.2 ??? Kullback-Leibler???????????? Han, Endo, Sasaki [79]
? Hou, Kramer [126] ?????????????????????????????


















????????????IEn ? En ??????????????????????
?????????????? n?????? IEn =n???????? [66]?????
???????????????? n???????????????????????
?????????? IEn =n???????????????????????? 
??????????????????? (2.28)??? (2.29)??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
































?? n ! 1 ?????????????????????????????????
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= supf??????????? RBg (2.31)
????????? 
2.3.3 ??????
Wyner??????????? [66]???????WnB ???????WnE ????











????Csiszar ? [67] ??? 2.3 ?????????? PXnjV n : Vn ! Xn ??
???????????????????????????????????????
46 ? 2? ???????
?????????????????????????????? V n 2 Vn ????
???????? Xn 2 Xn ??????? Y n 2 Yn?Zn 2 Zn ??? Markov ??
V n  Xn   Y nZn ???????????????????????????????
















?????????? "Bn ??????? En ??????????????????
???????? [77, 74, 128, 73]???????????????? (2.29)?????
?????????[79]???????????????[79]????????????
(2.29)???????????????????
?? 2.3.1????????????????? [79]? ????????????
(WnB ;W
n
E)???????Mn ??????????? Ln ?????????????
???? "Bn ???????? En ????





B ;PV n ) (2.35)





E ;PV n ) (2.36)
??????? ('An ;  Bn )??????????




























???????PV n ? Vn ???????????? 
?? 2.3.3 ? (2.35)???? Gallager[77]????????????????????
???????????????? (2.36)? [79]???????? Resolvability[71]?
??????????????? 
2.3 ???????????? 47
?? 2.3.1?? (2.35)? (2.36)?????????????????????????
? n?????????? "Bn ?????? En ??????????????? n??
???????????????????????? n???????????????
?????Wn+B (yjv)?Wn+B (yjv)??????? n???????????????
??????????????????????WB ???????WE ??????









??????????????x = (x1;    ; xn)?y = (y1;    ; yn)?z = (z1;    ; zn)?
??????2 ????????????????????????????????
?????? (WB ;WE)??????
????????? V nXn?????? (i.i.d.)??VX ?????? PV X ????

























































??????????? (? (2.38)???????)??? 2.3.1????? exp( nc)?
?????? n???????????????????? "Bn ???????? c??
48 ? 2? ???????
????????????? En ?????????????????????????
???????
?? 2.3.2??????????? [79]? ?????????????? (WB ;WE)
?????????? RB ?????????? RE ?????????????
F (PV ; RB ; RE)?????? H(PV ; RE)?









[( jWE ; PV ) + RE ] (2.45)
???????????? (jWB ; PV )? ( jWE ; PV )?



























?????????? "Bn ???????? En ?
"Bn  2e nF (PV ;RB ;RE) (2.48)
En  2e nH(PV ;RE) (2.49)
??????????????????? ('An ;  Bn )?????? 
?????? F (PV ; RB ; RE)?????? H(PV ; RE)?????????????




?? 2.3.1?????????????? ???? F (PV ; RB ; RE) ??????
H(PV ; RE)??????????
1. RB +RE = I(V ;Y )?????F (PV ; RB; RE) = 0????????
2. RE = I(V ;Z)?????H(PV ; RE) = 0????????
3. RB + RE < I(V ;Y )?? F (PV ; RB ; RE)? RB + RE ???????????
?????RB +RE  I(V ;Y )?? F (PV ; RB ; RE) = 0????
4. RE > I(V ;Z)?? H(PV ; RE)? RE ????????????????RE 
I(V ;Z)?? H(PV ; RE) = 0????
2.3 ???????????? 49

?? 1.? 3.???????????? I(V ;Y )?????? RB +RE ??????
??????? (2.48)???? 0????????????????????????
???????????????????Shannon ????????????????
?????????? RB +RE ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????
?????? 2.? 4.?????????????? I(V ;Z)???????????







?? 2.3.1??????RB + RE = I(V ;Y )    ?? RE = I(V ;Z) +  ?????
?????? RB ??????????????????????? ???? n???
??????????????????????????????????? (WB;WE)
????????????????????
?? 2.3.3?????? ?????????????? (WB ;WE)??????
CS = max
V X
[I(V ;Y )  I(V ;Z)] (2.50)
???????????maxV X ??????? PV ?????? PXjV ???????
?? 









=H(XjY ) H(XjY ) = 0



















[I(X;Y )  I(X;Z)] (2.51)
??????????????????????? maxX ?????????????
???
?? 2.3.4 ????????? WB ??????? WE ?????????????
y ? z ? BSC(? 2.1)????????? CS ??????????????????
? 0  y < z < 0:5?????????? (2.32)?????????????????
???????? (z   y)=(1  2y)??? BSC?WZjY ?????WB ??????
????????????????
(1  y) z   y
1  2y +






????????????????????????0  z < y < 0:5???????
? CS ? 0????
???? ? BSC???????? (2.26)???????????????????
y ?????WB ? z ?????????WE ?????????




???????? p = 1=2????????????????BSC-?????????
??????
CS = h2(z)  h2(y) (2.53)
2.3 ???????????? 51
???? 
?? 2.3.5 more capable(???????)????????????????????
???????? (2.46)?? (2.47)?






























?? 2.3.4?BSC?????? ??????? y ??? BSC???????????
?????? R = RB +RE ?  2 [0; 1]??????????
F () = T(y)  h(y; ) (2.56)













1+ + (1  ) 11+
(2.59)
52 ? 2? ???????
??????
??????????????  2 [0; 1]???????R  R( = 1) = log 2 h(; 1)
???????? R???????????




???????????????????????????????Prfx = 1g = 1=2?
???????????
?? 2.3.5?BSC??????? ??????? z ??? BSC??????????
?????????????? RE ?  2 [ 1; 0]??????????
H() = T (z; )  h(z; ) (2.61)





























=   log 2  log(1  ) (2.64)
????????RE  lim! 1RE() = log 2???????? RE ????????
????
H(PX ; RE) = RE   log 2  log(1  ) (2.65)
???? 
? 2.4 ????????? y = 0:05 ????? WB ??????????????
z = 0:2?????????WE ????????????????????????
???????????? CB = 0:495 [nats]? CE = 0:193 [nats]?????????





















? 2.4 ??????? y = 0:05 ????? WB ??????????????



















































?????????????????????????? RB ?????????? RE
???????????????????
? 2.5(a)?? 2.4???????????????????????????????
??????? 0:495 [nats]???? RB + RE = 0:3 [nats]????????????
? 0:193 [nats]???? RE = 0:2 [nats]?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????








???? RE = 0:2 [nats]? RE = 0:22????????????????????Mn
































??????????? y ????????? x = y  e ????????????
z = y  e d?????????????????
???????????? 1??????????????????????????
?????????????Mn ?????????????????????K???
???????????? 'B : Yn !Mn ????????? i 2Mn ???????
????????????????????????????  B : Yn ! K?????
??? y??? kB 2 K???????????????????  A : Xn Mn ! K
???????????? x ???????????????? i ?????????
??? kA 2 K ???????????????????? ( B? B? A)?????
???????????









































= supf????? RKg (2.69)
????????? 
??????????????????? ( B? B? A)????????????

















???? (2.70)? Y -X-Z ??Markov????????????????X-Y -Z ?














??????????? Xn 2 Xn ?????????????????????
???????? Y n 2 Yn ????????????????? 'Yn : Yn ! Mn
???????????? 'Yn (Y n) 2 Mn ??????????? 'Yn (Y n) ???
???????????????????? 'Yn (Y n) ???????? Xn ????
 n : XnMn ! Yn ??????????????????????????????
??????
??????????????? Xn ?????????Y n ???????????
??????????????Slepian-Wolf??? [72, 131]????????????







n = Pr( (X
n; 'Yn (Y
n)) 6= Y^ n) (2.72)
????????????????????????????? 0??????????
RY ?????????? Slepian-Wolf??? [72]??????????
?? 2.4.1?Slepian-Wolf??? [72]? ??? RY ?
RY  H(Y jX) (2.73)
????????????? n ????? 0???? Slepian-Wolf?? ('Yn ;  n)??
???? 
58 ? 2? ???????
?????????? Slepian-Wolf?????? 'Yn ???????????? y ?
??? H(Y jX)??????????????????? x????????????





????????????????????????? [96, 73, 132]?
??????????? 2?????? [86, 104]??????
?? 2.4.3??????? 2??????? ?? Xn ?? Kn ????? Fn ?????
?????? Fn 2 Fn ?????????????????????
Pr(Fn(x) 6= Fn(x0))  1jKnj (2.74)
???? x 6= x0 2 Xn ????????????Fn ??????? 2????????
??? 
?????? 2?????????????????????????????????







dEn = d(PKBMnFnZn ; PK;Unif  PMnFnZn) (2.75)
????????????????PKBMnZn ??????? KB??????????
??????Mn????????????? Fn????????? Zn ???????














n) ????????? 2 ??????? Fn ????????????
Fn ????KB = Fn(Y n)????????????????

























??? [135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141]?















?? 2.4.3 Pinsker???? (2.21)? Kullback-Leibler??????????????
????????
D(PKMnZn jjPK;Unif  PMn;Zn)









??????? (2.66)? Slepian-Wolf?????????????? (2.72)?????
????????????????? (2.75)??????????
Slepian-Wolf??? (?? 2.4.1)???H(XjY )  1n log jMnj????Slepian-Wolf
???????? n!1? 0?????????? (2.78)???
1
n
log jKnj = H(XjZ)  2   1
n
log jMnj
 H(XjZ) H(XjY ) (2.80)
?????????????? n ! 1 ? 0 ???????????????????
??? RK = 1n log jKnj????????????????
?? 2.4.3 ?????? RK ?????
RK  H(XjZ) H(XjY ) (2.81)
????????????????????? 



































????????)Poisson ?????????????? Laourine ?Wagner[145] ?
??????????????????????????????????????
1. Wyner?????????? Gallager???????????????????








































????????????????? i 2Mn ??????? 'An (i)?????????
???????
Prf'An (i) 2 Xn( )g = 1 for all i 2Mn (3.3)
???? (3.3)??????  ?????????????????  ????????
???????? (WnB ;WnE)????????????????????? (WnB ;WnE)
????




???????????????? (WnB;WnE) ??????????????? "Bn
???????? En ??????????????????? Han, Endo, Sasaki[79,
Theorem 3.1]???????????
?? 3.1.1?????????????????? "Bn ? En ???? ?????   ?
?????????? (WnB ;WnE)???????Mn; Ln ?????????Vn ???
??? PV n ??????? V n ??????????? PXnjV n ??? Xn ??







???? c : X ! R+ ??????????????????? (3.4)????????
? Xn ???????? PX ??????X
x2X
c(x)PX(x)   ; (3.5)
??????????? PX ???????????????????
Gallger[77] ??????????????????????? (3.5) ???????
???????????????????????????? PV ?????PX ???
????????????????????V ?????????? v ????????














???????????????? PX ????????? (3.5)?X
v2V
c(v)PV (v)    (3.8)
???????????????????PX ?????? (3.5) ? X- ??   ????




????????????????????????? [77, Eq. (7.3.20)]??????





Eqs. (59)? (60)]??????????X-?? (3.5)??????V -?? (3.8)???
????????????????????????
?? 3.1.2???????????????????????????? ?????  
????????????????? (WB ;WE)? X-?? (3.5)? V -?? (3.8)??
????????????? PX ? PV????????????? RB ???????
??? RE ????????????? Fc(PV ; RB ; RE ; n)??????Hc(PV ; RE ; n)
?






[(jWB; PV; r; s) (RB+RE)+ n] (3.9)






[( jWE; PV; r; s)+RE+ n] (3.10)
??????????????? 1=2 < a < 1 ???? n = O(na 1) ? n =
O(na 1)*1?????? (jW;PV ; r; s)?

















*1 ??????? 1=2 < a < 1????? n???????????????????????????
???
3.1 ????????? 65
????????????? u??W = WB ???W = WE ?????y ??? z ?
?????
???????????? "Bn ???????? En ?
"Bn  2e nFc(PV ;RB ;RE ;n) (3.12)
En  2e nHc(PV ;RE ;n) (3.13)
?????????? ('An ;  Bn )?????? 





? (3.11)???? s, r ????????????????????????????
???????X-????????????? (cf. [77]? (7.3.20)???[79]? (45),
(46)?)????????? (3.9)?(3.10)? 2????????? 2????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? (3.9)?(3.10)?????
????????????? s = 0???? r = 0???????? X-????? V -
????????????
???????????????????????????? (?? 2.3.1 ???) ?
???????????????X-???????????????????????
[79, Lemma 3.1]??????????? V -???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?? 3.1.1????????? X- ?? V - ??? I(V ;Y ) > 0 ?? I(V ;Z) > 0 ??
???????????????????????????????
1. RB +RE = I(V ;Y )?????Fc(PV ; RB ; RE ;1) = 0????????
2. RE = I(V ;Z)?????Hc(PV ; RE ;1) = 0????????
3. RB + RE < I(V ;Y ) ?? Fc(PV ; RB; RE ;1) ? RB + RE ?????????
???????RB +RE  I(V ;Y )?? Fc(PV ; RB ; RE ;1) = 0????
4. RE > I(V ;Z) ?? Hc(PV ; RE ;1) ? RE ????????????????
RE  I(V ;Z)?? Hc(PV ; RE ;1) = 0????

??: ????? A.2???? 
???? 2????? 2.3.1??????????????????????????
? (?? 2.3.3)?????????????????????????????????
66 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????






[I(V ;Y )  I(V ;Z)] (3.14)
???????????maxV X ??????? PV ?????? PXjV ???????
??????Px PX(x)c(x)   ?????????????? 
?? 3.1.1 ????????????Han ? [79] ?????X ???????? PX
???? V ??????????????????????????????????
????? (3.7) ???????????????Px PX(x)c(x)    ???????P
v c(v)PV (v)    ?????????????????? 1 ???????????
??????????????????????????????????? 
?? 3.1.2 ????????????????????? 2 ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? y?z(???0  y < z  1=2) ????????
q = PX(x = 1)???????????????? (2.52)??




















????? 3.1??????????WB(0j1) = 0:05, WB(1j0) = 0:15??????
?????WB ??????????WE(1j0) = 0:15, WE(0j1) = 0:05???????
?????????WE ????????????? (WB ;WE)?????3?? (??
???V -?????X-????)????????????????????????
3.1 ????????? 67





























? 3.1 ???? WB(WB(0j1) = 0:05, WB(1j0) = 0:15) ???????
WE(WE(1j0) = 0:15, WE(0j1) = 0:05) ??????????????? (WB ;WE)
??????????????????????? V - ???????? X- ???
??????????????? c(x) = x + 1???????   = 1:4 ?????
?????? PV (v = 1) = 0:759 ??????????? PXjV (0j1) = 0:21 and
PXjV (1j0) = 0 ????? CS = 9:61  10 3 [nats] ?????????????
???














? 3.2 ??????? WB(WB(0j1) = WB(1j0) = 0:05) ???????????
???????? c(x) = x+ 1?  = 1:98??????????? PV (v = 1) = 0:2
??????????? PXjV (0j1) = 0:21?? PXjV (1j0) = 0????????
????????? c(x) = x+ 1?  = 1:4????????????????????
????????? PV ?????? PXjV ?????????




? V -?????? X-?????????????????????????????
?????
68 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? 3.2??????????WB(0j1) = WB(1j0) =
0:05??????????WB ?????????? V -????X-????????
???????????????????????????? c(x) = x+1?  = 1:98?
















??????????????? (?????V  X)????????????????
??????? (jW;PV ; r; s)?????????????





PX(x)W (ujx) 11+ er[  c(x)]
!1+35 (3.17)
????u?W = WB ???W = WE ??????y ??? z ??????????





































? 3.3 ???????????????? HES ??? (??) ? G ??? (??)?
Ay = 1, y = 0:5, Az = 0:5, z = 0:8,   = 0:5??????????
???? [77, Eqs. (7.3.14) and (7.3.18)]????? > 0 ?????????????
????????? G(x)? X-????????????????????X-???
??????????????????
?????????????????????????? [77, Eq. (7.3.20)]?







???? G(jW;PX ; r)?? (3.17)?????? H(jW;PX ; r)?????????
??? r ??????????? (?????G(jW;PX ; r) = H(jW;PX ; r))??
??Gallager??? G(jW;PX ; r)??????? G????????
?? 3.1.3 Gallager??????? G( jWE ; PX ; r)??????????????
[79, Eq. (203)]??????????????????????Gallager??????
?????? ?  ???????????????????? 
HES ?? G ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????




WB?WE ???? Y = AyX + Ny?Z = AzX + Nz ??????????Ay > 0?
Az > 0 ??????????????????Ny ? Nz ???????? 2y ?? 2z
??????????????????????????? c(x) = x2 ????????
???????????????????? PX ??????????????????
??????? [143]???????????????????????????????


























? 3.4 ???????????????????????? y = 0:1, z = 0:3??
???????????? HES??? (??)? G??? (??)?????????
?? c(x) = x+ 1????   = 1:4???????
????????????????????????????????????????
? 3.3????????????????????? HES?? G???????*2?
Han????????? [79]?G??????? HES???????????????
??????????? HES ????? G ???????????????????
????????????? r ????????????HES????????????
r  0 ?????? r ???????????r ??????????????????
r = 0???????????????G??????? r  0???????????
???????????*3?
???? 3.4?????????????????? BSC????????????
???????????HES ?? G ???????????????????????
???????????????????????? y = 0:1, z = 0:3???????
?????? c(x) = x + 1????   = 1:4 ????????? 3.1.2 ??? (3.16) ?
??q = 0:4??????????????? X-?????????????????
?????????????
?????????????????????? G???? HES?????????
???????????? HES ???? G ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
*2 G ??????? Gallager[77] ?????????????HES ????? G ??????? Han


























???????????? (A.1)? X-??????????? 1??????HES?
??? G????????????????????????????????????
??????????
?? 3.1.4?G???????????? ?????  ??????????????
??? (WB ;WE)?????X-?????????????????????????
??G??????????? (RB ; RE)??????????????? 
?? 3.1.4 ?? 3.1.4?????G?????? 3.1.1???????????????
????????? (RB ,RE)????????????????? "Bn ???????
En ??????????????????????????????????????
??????????? 
??: ????? A.5???? 
?????????????????? 3.5 ??? 3.4 ????   = 1:6 ?????
???????????????? 3.1.2 ??? (3.16) ????????? q = 1=2
????X- ????????????????????G ???????????
RB  0; RE  0 ???????????????????????????????
??? (?? 3.1.1? 1 ?? 2) ?????????????? 3.1.4 ?????????
G ??????????????????????????????????????









RB + RE  I(X;Y ) ? RE  I(X;Z) ? 0 ?????? 3.1.1 ? 1 ?? 2 ?????
??.
????Gallager???????????????????????????????







[144]???????Wyner???????????????? PX(x = 1) = q   ?
??????G????????????????????????????? 3.1.4?
?????? q =   ??????????????????????????????





?????????? Pr(x = 1) = q????? x = 1??????? Pr(x = 0) = 1 q
????? x = 0?????? ??????????????? x = 1??????







????????????????????????????????? nB = ynA?
nE = znA ??????????????????????????????????















??? nA ????????????????????????? P ??q ?? nA ??
?????????????
????????????? f0 = 200 THz (?? 1:5 m??)??????????
?????????????????????????????? B Hz????? p
??? Bp = 1??????????????? p ??????????  ???
??????????????B ???????????????  1 ???????
?????????????????????????????????? n(f)???





































WB(1j0) = 1  e y 4= ay
WB(1j1) = 1  e (ynA+y)  by
????WB(1j0) = ay ??????????????WB(1j1) = by ????????
????????????????????ay ? by ?????
WB(0j0) = 1  ay
WB(0j1) = 1  by
3.3 ?????????? 75
?????????????????WE ??????????????????
WE(1j0) = 1  e z  az
WE(1j1) = 1  e (znA+z)  bz
WE(0j0) = 1  az





????? I(X;Y )???????????? (?? 2.2.2??? 1.)???????
???????? I(X;Y )?
fB(q; nA)  h2((1  q)ay + q(1  by))  (1  q)h2(ay)  qh2(by); (3.24)
?????????? h2 ????????? (2.11)????
??????????? I(X;Y ) = fB(q; nA) ?????????????????







fE(q; nA)  h2((1  q)az + q(1  bz))  (1  q)h2(az)  qh2(bz) (3.26)
??????????????









??????????????????? (3.25) ?????? (3.28) ???????
????????????????????????????????????????






























10-3 10-2 10-1 1 101 102 103 10-3 10-2 10-1 1 101 102 103







(a) 損失無依存領域 (α = 60 dB) (b) 雑音限界領域 (α = 90 dB)
? 3.8 ????? fB(q; nA)??????(a) ??????? ( =   log10 y = 60
dB)?(b) ?????? ( = 90 dB)??????????????????????










????????????? (3.28) ??????????????????? (3.25)
????????????????????????
???????????????  =   log10 y ????????????????
??  ?????????? 2???????1???? ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 1????  ???????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????  ?????????????????????? 3.8 ?????
???????????? nB = ynA ?????????????????????
3.3 ?????????? 77















? 3.9 ??  =   log10 y ???????????? C???????P = 10
mW, y = 10 kcps,  = 1 ns?
fB(q; nA) ???????(a)  = 60dB ? (b)  = 90dB ?????????????
????????? (3.23)???????????? nB ??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????















? 3.9??? ?????????????? C ????????????????
? C ??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????W (1j0) = ay ???????10 4 ??????
??? = 70dB?????????????????C ????????
? 3.10????????? C ?????????????????? nB ?????
78 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????
























? 3.10 ? 3.9????????? C ??????????????? nB?














? 3.11 ? 3.9????????? C ??????????? qB?
???????? ??????? nB ??????????????????????
???????????????????






???? zy ? 0:95??????????????????????????????
??? 95%??????
? 3.12???????? C ??????????????????????????
?? nB = ynA ??????????????????????? fBE(q; nA)???








平均光子数 nB [photons / pulse]
10-3 10-2 10-1 1 101 102 103 10-3 10-2 10-1 1 101 102 103





























? 3.12 ??????? fBE(q; nA) ??????(a) ??????? ( =
  log10 y = 60 dB)?(b) ?????? ( = 90 dB)????????????
??????????????????????????????????? P = 10
























80 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????


















? 3.13 ??  =   log10 y ???????????? C(??)??????RS(?
?????????)??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????P = 10 mW,
y = 10 kcps, z = 1 cps,  = 1 ns.
????????????????????? SN?????????????????
???????????????????????????????
? 3.13?????????????????????? RS ???? ??????












? 3.14 ??????????????? nB ????????????? nB ???
????????????????? nB ?????????????????????
????????????????????????? 3.15????????????






























? 3.14 ? 3.13????????? C(??)??????? RS(?????????
?) ??????????????? nB??????? 0 ??????zy = 0:9 ?
zy = 0:99?????  = 124:4 dB? 107:6 dB????????
































??? (? 1.3)?????????????????? QKD????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
82 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????






































? 3.17 ????? RS ? QKD(BB84 [16] protocol) ?????????????




















????????? RS ??????? zy = 0:99????????????????














???? X ???????? V ??????????????????
?????????????????? 3.2 ??????????????????





????????????????????????V ???? X ?????????
?????????????? [67]???V ? 2?????????????????
???
???????????????????????? 3.18????????????
???? PXjV ????????? 0  a; b  1????
PXjV (1j0) = a; PXjV (1j1) = b (3.31)







???? V ??????? q = PrfV = 1g???????q+ = PrfX = 1g????












f+B (q; nA; a; b)
4
= h2((1  q)a+y + q(1  b+y ))  (1  q)h2(a+y )  qh2(b+y ) (3.33)
??????????????a+y
4




a+y = PXjV (0j0)WB(1j0) + PXjV (1j0)WB(1j1)
= (1  a)ay + aby
b+y = PXjV (0j1)WB(1j0) + PXjV (1j1)WB(1j1)
= (1  b)ay + bby
???????????
3.4 ???????????????? 85














? 3.19 maxa;b f+BE(q; nA; a; b)? fBE(q; nA)??????????nB = 3:210 3
photons/pulse?zy = 0:95?y = 10 kcps?z = 1 cps? = 1 ns?
???????????????????
f+E (q; nA; a; b)
4






a+z = (1  a)az + abz
b+z = (1  b)az + bbz
????
????????????? f+BE(q; nA; a; b)
4




f+BE(q; nA; a; b); (3.35)
???????????????????? (3.32)?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? 3.19????????? q ????nB ?????
????????????????????????????maxa;b f+BE(q; nA; a; b)(?
?)???????????????? fBE(q; nA)(??)??????more capable?
?????????????fBE(q; nA) ? q < 0:1 ????????????????




? 3.20?????? CS(??)(3.35)?????? RS(??)(3.28)??? ????
????????????????????? V ?????????????????
86 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????



















? 3.20 ???? CS ?????? RS ??????????P = 10 mW?y =
10kcps?z = 1cps? = 1ns?













? 3.21 ? 3.20 ? zy = 0:99 ???????????????????? a =
PXjV (1j0)? 1  b = PXjV (0j1)?
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????zy = 0:99????????????????? ? 6 dB?
????????????????? 40%????????????????????
??????? zy ???????????????
? 3.21 ???? 3.20 ???zy = 0:99 ???????????????? a =
PXjV (1j0)? 1   bPXjV (0j1)????????? a????????????????
?????????????1   b? ?????????? 0???????????






































? 3.22 (a) ?????? "Bn ? (b) ?????? En ?????????????
?? RB = 0:5RS = 22:1 Mbps ???????????????????? RE ?
RE = 0:641 Gbps?? 1%?????????????????????







? 3.22??? 3.13??? 3.14?????????zy = 0:9??  = 70 dB????
???????????????????????????????? nA = 1:94 107
? q = 0:544?????RS = 44:2???????????????????????
???????RB = 22:1??????
? 3.22 ???????????????? RE = 0:641 Gbps ??????????
??????????????????? "Bn ??????? En ???? n = 104 ?







? RE ? RE ?? 1% ?????????????????????? 3.1 ?????
????????? C1 ??????? RB + RE ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
88 ? 3? ??????????????????????????????
? 3.1 ? 3.22?????????????
RE [Gbps] R

B +RE [Gbps] ???? ?????
RE = R

E 0:641 0:663 1:59 10 4 1:59 10 4
RE = 0:99R

E 0:634 0:656 4:00 10 4 0:29 10 4
RE = 1:01R

E 0:647 0:669 0:28 10 4 3:94 10 4
????????????????????? 3.22????????"Bn < 10 9 ???
???? n = 7 104 ?????????????? En ? 10 1 ???????????
En < 10
 9 ??????????n  9 105 ???????????????????





















































90 ? 4? ???????????????????????
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? 4.1(a) ??Tokyo FSO Testbed ????????Tokyo FSO Testbed ?????
??????????? 3????????????????????????????
???? (??????:3539028:800N, 13932039:500E)? 9????????????
??????????????????????????? 7.8km?????????








4.1 Tokyo FSO Testbed 91
? 4.2 (a) ????????????????(b) ???????????????
??????(c) ???????????




???? c =1550 nm???????????? (Sense Light Semiconductors DL-




???????????????? (IPG Laser GMBH : EAU-4-C-PM-NT) ???




??? (PN15 ?) ?????????????????? 15 ???????????
????????? 14 ????? 15 ??????????????????????
????????????? 1?????????????? 1???????????
?????????????????????15?????? 0??????????
92 ? 4? ???????????????????????
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1















? 4.4 (a) ?????????????? NICT?? 6?????(b) ??????
????(c) ???????????






(??? 10 mm?????? 1.0 mrad)??????????? 5.5 mm??????
???????????7.8km????? NICT????? 8m?????????






???????? 0:003 ??????? (???? : ARS-136-HP)??? 0:002 ??












Technology Inc : TIA-525) ??????????????????????????








(? 4.1(a))?????????????????????? 360 ??? 100 ????
?????? (? 4.1(b))????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
94 ? 4? ???????????????????????










? 4.5 (a) ???????????????????????(b) ????????
(c) ???????????
???
?????????????????????? (?? 100 mm ?????? 2000







??? (Laser Components : A-CUBE-I200-10) ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????





??? fc ? 6 MHz???????????????????????????????


















?????? Tokyo FSO Testbed???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????Tokyo FSO Testbed ?? 4.6
???????????????????????????? PX ????? n ???




Y = HBX +NB (4.1)
??????????HB ??????????????????NB ????????
????????????????????????????????????????
96 ? 4? ???????????????????????
????? HE ?????????????? NE ?????




HB?HE ??? hB?hE ??????????????????????????
RS;i(hB ; hE)  max[0; I(PX ; PY jX;HB )  I(PX ; PZjX;HE )] (4.3)
?????????????????? PX ???? W ???????????
I(PX ;W )??????????PY jX;HB ????? X ?????? HB ??????
?????????????PZjX;HE ????? X ?????? HE ????????
??????????????????????????????? RS;i(hB ; hE)? hB
? hE ????????????????????????????????? RS;i ?
?????
?????????????? RS;i ???????????????? PY jX;HB?
PZjX;HE ??????????????????????????????????
y = 0??????? y = 1???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
PY jX;HB (1jx; hB) =
N(y  ythjx; hB)
N(x)
; PY jX;HB (0jx; hB) =
N(y  ythjx; hB)
N(x)
(4.4)
????N(x) ??????????????? x ????????????N(y 
ythjx; hB)? N(y  ythjx; hB) ???????????? yth ????? x???? hB
?????y  yth ?? y  yth ??? y ??????. ??????????????
?? I(PX ; PY jX;HB )????????????






PX(x)PY jX;HB (yjx; hB) log2

PY jX;HB (yjx; hB)P
x0 PX(x
0)PY jX;HB (yjx0; hB)

(4.5)

























? 4.7 ????? I(PX ; PZjX;HE )???????? 4.9? 76 ms?? 80 ms???????.
?????????????????????????????? PZjX;HE (z(i)jx; hE)
?
PZjX;HE (z




???????????N(z(i)jx; hE)??????? x 2 f0; 1g? hE ???????
???i???????????? z ???????????????? I(PX ; PZjX;HE )
?????????????
















??????????????? I(PX ; PZjX;HE ) ?????????????? 
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ??????????????????????
????????? I(PX ; PZjX;HE )????????? 4.7????
???? 10 mV ?????????I(PX ; PZjX;HE ) ??????????????
??????????? mV??? mV????????????????????
?????????? I(PX ; PZjX;HE )??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
(APD)?????????????????????????????
??? ???????? = 0:3 mV???? I(PX ; PZjX;HE )????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????













????? C2n ? 10 17 ?? 10 13 ???????????????????????
C2n = 10
 17?????????? C2n = 10 13 ????????






(ln I   E[ln I])2 = 1:23C2nk 67L 116 (4.8)
????2I ?????? I ????????????????????????k = =














































































?????????????????? 1rad ?????? r0 ???????????

















100 ? 4? ???????????????????????
? 4.1 ????????????????????? 2I ???????? C2n ??
???? Fried??????????
???? ?? 2I ?? C2n [m 2=3] r0 [m]
14:43 - 14:46 0.076 2:17 10 16 0.41
15:57 - 16:00 0.408 1:16 10 15 0.15
16:33 - 16:36 (??) 0.168 4:79 10 16 0.25
17:37 - 17:40 0.034 9:69 10 17 0.66













??????10MHz??????????????????200ms????? 2  106
????????????????
? 200ms??????4ms??????????????? RS;i ?????????
????????????????? hB ? hE ??????????????????
??? 4 104 ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
? 4.1 ????????????????????????? 2I ????????



















































































































? 4.9 2015 ? 11 ? 17 ????? 1 ?? (17:37:00) ??????????? RS;i
????? (??)??????????????????? (??)????????
? 4 ms????? 4 104 ??????????????????????????




? 4.9?? 4.10??17:37:00(????? 1???)? 16:34:20(???? 1?)???
? 200ms????????????? RS;i ????????????????????
???????????????????? 4.9?? 8.30 Mbps(12 ms?? 16 ms)??
5.25 Mbps(76 ms ?? 80 ms) ?????????????? 4.10 ?? 8.75 Mbps(24
ms ?? 28 ms) ?? 0 bps(144 ms ?? 148 ms) ?????????????????
????????? (17:37:00)??????????????????? 5.25 Mbps?
???????????????????? (16:34:20)???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????












































































































? 4.10 2015? 11? 17?????? (16:34:20)??????????? RS;i ??
??? (??)??????????????????? (??)????????? 4
ms????? 4 104 ????????????????????????????









? 4.9???????????????? (12 ms?? 16 ms)??????????






????? 4.10?????????????????? (24 ms?? 28 ms)????
????????????????? 4.9 ?????????x = 1 ????????
x = 0 ????????????????????????????????????





































????????? PS(RS;i < Rth) ????????? RS;i ??????????
Rth ???????????????????????? Rth ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????








? 4.11???????? 5???????????????? RS;i ????????
???????? PS(RS;i < Rth)????????????????????????







???????????????? (17:37 - 17:40?? 18:10 - 18:13)????????





































































































































































































????? Rlong ???????? RS;erg ?????????????? 2?????
????????? I(P;W )?????????????????????W ????
??????????????? Jensen???? (2.8)???????
E[I(P;W )]  I(P;E[W ]) (4.14)
??????????
Rlong = E[I(PX ; PY jX;HB )  I(PX ; PZjX;HE )] (4.15)




















































































































































































































?????????? Rlong????????????? Rlong ???????????
?????Rlong > Rlong ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????





























1 100 10k 1M

















? 4.13 (a) ? 4.9? 76ms? 80ms?????????????En ???????.



















???????????? 4.13(a)??? 4.9???? 76ms-80ms?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
? 4.13(a) ????????????????? RB ? 3Mbps ???????En <
10 20 ???? n = 103 ??????????4ms ??????????????





RB = 4Mbps??????En < 10 20 ????????? n = 104 ????????
???????????. ?????????? RB = 5Mbps ??????????







10MHz???????? 200ms?? 2 106 ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? n?????? Rrep
???????????? TO ??? n = RrepTO ????????????????
Rrep ??????????
? 4.13(b) ??????? En ?????? Rrep ????????????????
?????????? 1??????????????? ([bits/letter])???????
?????? RB = 0:2 bits/letter ?????????????? Rrep = 10kHz ??
?? En = 10 20 ???????????????????????? n = 2  103 ?
???2kbps ?????????????????RB = 0:37 bits/letter ??????
En = 10
 20 ??????????? Rrep = 13:8 MHz ?????????????
n = 2:77  106 ???????????5:13Mbps ????????????????
???
4.5 ???






















































F2 ???????? Fn2 ???????????Fn2 ??????? (??)?????
??????????? c 2 F2 ??? c ?????????????????????
?????????????????????? Fn2 ???????????? n? 2?
???? C ???*2?????????? C ???? x 2 C ? y 2 C ?? x+ y???
????????????
????? k??????????m 2 Fk2 ???? n???? x 2 Fn2 ??????
?????? (n; k)????????(n; k)????? k??????????????
???????????? k  n???????????????? G????????
?? k??????????m???????? x???x =mG?????????
?????????????????? G????????(n; k)??????????
????????
????????????????(n  k) n????????H ????????
??????????????????
fx 2 Fnq jxHT = 0g (5.1)
????????? x?????????????? H ???????? (n; k)???
????????0??? n  k ??????????
???????? H ?????????????????????????????
????? x??????? e???????????????????? y = x + e
????????????????? y ??????????????? HT ????
*1 2???????????????????:1 1 = 0 0 = 0?? 1 0 = 1???:1 1 = 1??




yHT = (x+ e)HT = eHT (5.2)
?????????????? n  k???????????? s??????????
? Fn2 ? n  k ???????????????????????????????? e
??????????????????????????
???????? s???????????????????? e?????????







?????????????????????? eB ?????????? y = x  eB




?? v ???????? n???? v0 ????????????? v0 ???????
?????????????? v0  y????????????????





















? 5.1??Wyner????????????????????????? y ????
??? sB ?????????????? H ?????????????? sB = yHT
????????????????????????????????? H ?????
???? x??????????? sA = xHT ????????????????? sB
?????????????
sB  sA = (y  x)HT = eHT (5.3)
?????????????????? e?????????????????????
????????????????????????? e??????????????


















???? Toeplitz??????????????????? 3 4??0@c d e fb c d e











???????? 4????? x = fx1; x2; x3; x4g?? (5.4)? Toeplitz?????




0@c d e fb c d e









????????????????3 5Toeplitz????????????3 + 4  1
????????????
0@c d e fb c d e
a b c d
1A!
0BBBBBB@
c d e f a b
b c d e f a
a b c d e f
f a b c d e
e f a b c d
d e f a b c
1CCCCCCA (5.6)










c d e f a b
b c d e f a
a b c d e f
f a b c d e
e f a b c d










???????????????????????????????? 3 + 4  1 = 6
??? y???? 3????????????
????????????c??????? k ???????? k ??? x???
T 0(c)xT = F 1[F [c]  F [x]] (5.8)
???????????????????c?????? 1???F []???? Fourier
???F 1[]???????????? Fourier????? Fourier?????????


























1 2 3 4 5
A B C
(a)パリティ検査行列 (b)タナーグラフ



















????????????????? RLDPC ??? LDPC ????????????





? 5.1 ????????????????? LDPC ?????????? Pe ???
118 ? 5? ???????????????????????????????????
? 5.1 ????????????????? LDPC????? RLDPC ???
?????? Pe ???? RLDPC ????? C
0 1 1
0 < Pe < 0:01 0.85 0:955 < C < 1
0:01  Pe < 0:02 0.85 0:919 < C  0:955
0:02  Pe < 0:03 0.75 0:888 < C  0:919
0:03  Pe < 0:04 0.70 0:859 < C  0:888
0:04  Pe < 0:05 0.65 0:831 < C  0:859
0:05  Pe < 0:06 0.60 0:806 < C  0:831
0:06  Pe < 0:07 0.55 0:781 < C  0:806
0:07  Pe 0.50 C  0:781
?? RLDPC??????? Pe ???????????? C ? 3??????????
??????????? Pe=2??????????????????????????









??????????? n+ r ?????????????????????????
??????????????????? n+ r ??????????????? Pe ?
?????????????? r?????????????????????????
????????????????? r ?????????????????????











































???? Tokyo FSO Testbed?????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 2016? 10? 16???????
?????????????????? 17:05?????
????????? 200ms(=2M ????) ?? PN15 ? (? 4.3 ??) ??????




120 ? 5? ???????????????????????????????????
















? 5.4 2016? 10? 16???????????????????????????
???1112576?????????????????
? 2????????????????????????????? RK ?
RK = I(X;Y )  I(Y ;Z) (5.9)
???????????????????? I(X;Y )????????????? I(Y ;Z)
?????????????? (? 4???)?????????????? LDPC??
????????????? I(X;Y )?? 5.1???? LDPC????? RLDPC ??
??????????????? k ?









??????????????? (5.9)? LDPC???? (5.10)????Mbps??
?????????????LDPC ?????? (? 5.1) ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????? (5.9)??????? 0???????????????? LDPC????














???? Reed-Solomon(???RS)??????????RS??? LDPC?? [80]
? Polar ?? [81] ???? Shannon ??????????????????????
????????CD? DVD??????????????????????????
???
RS??????? (?? B.1???)F2m ????????????????????
? n = 2m   1??????? k ??? RS??? (n; k)RS??????(n; k)RS??







1  2    (n 1)
1 2 4    2(n 1)























????RS?????? (x0; x1;    ; xn 1)????????????????
sj = 
j(n 1)xn 1 + j(n 2)xn 2 +   + x1 + x0 (5.12)
????????j = 1?? j = 2t????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????














????????????????????? RS??? (255; k)RS????????
?????????????? F28 ????????????????????????














241 0 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1
35 (5.14)
























???????????????????? NH;RS ?????????? N????
????????????????? Ngood?RS????????????? SRS ??
???
NH;RS = Ngood +
4
7
(N  Ngood)  7SRS (5.15)
??????????
5.3.3 ?????????????
? 5.5??? 5.4????????????LDPC??? RS?????? RS???
Hamming ?? (??) ?????????????????????????????
124 ? 5? ???????????????????????????????????












































































??????? (e.g. [110, 113, 116])?????????????? QKD?????
???????????????????????QKD??????????????














































































































































???????? [79, Appendix B] ??????????????? V -?????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????? "Bn ?????? (3.12)???????? PX ????X-??
(3.5)?????? PV ???? V -?? (3.8)???????????????????

















c(vi)  n  + na
0 otherwise
(A.2)



























PXnjV n(Xn( )jv)PV n(v) (A.5)
??????Markov ????? (?? 2.1.2 ???) ????E[PXnjV n(Xn( )jv)] =
1  ????
PrfV n 2 T0g  1 
p
 (A.6)






= PV n(T0)  1 
p
1  n 4= n (A.7)
n(v)
4
= PXnjV n(Xn( )jv)  n for all v 2 T0 (A.8)
??????? T0  Vn ?????????
????Pni=1 c(xi) < n  ????????????? limn!1 n = 1 ????
????????????????????? (?????Pni=1 c(xi) = n ) ??
??limn!1 n = 1=2 ?????????????
P
x2X PX(x)c(x) <   ????
limn!1 n = limn!1 n = limn!1 n(v) = 1 (v 2 T0)????
P
x2X PX(x)c(x) =
 ????lim infn!1 n = lim infn!1 n(v)  limn!1 n = 1  1=
p
2??????
????????1=2 < a < 1????limn!1 n = 1??????











(x 2 Xn( )v 2 T 0) (A.10)
??????????n = PV n(T 0)????T 0 4= T0 \fv 2 Vnj(v) = 1g?????
?????? lim infn!1 n  1  1=
p
2??????





















?????????????r  0? s  0????
??????????????????????? ~PV n(v)? ~PXnjV n(xjv)????
???????????????????????? (2.35)???? PV n ?? (2.33)?
















































































???????? ?  ?????????????????????? 
A.2 ?? 3.1.1???
?? 3.1.1?????????????????
?? A.2.1 ????????? PV????W?????? PXjV???  1    1
??????? (jW;PV ; r; s)????? (r; s)???????? 
??: ?? A.3??????? 
?????? 1????? (3.9)?????n!1??? n ! 0?????




[(jWB ; PV ; r; s)  (RB +RE)] (A.15)
???????? = 0?? (A.15)???? ??????????????????
??? (A.15)???? ??????????
RB +RE = (0jWB; PV ; r; s) (A.16)
136 ?? A ? 3????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
(A.15)???? r ? s????????????? r ? s????????
f(r; s)
4









f(0; 0) = 0; (A.17)

















?????????????????????? (A.17)-(A.19) ??? A.2.1 ???
(0jWB; PV ; r; s) ? r = s = 0 ???????? 0 ???????????????
(A.16)?
RB +RE = (0jWB; PV ; 0; 0) (A.20)
??????????????? I(q;W+B ) ???????????????? (cf.
Gallager [77])??????? 1?????????????? 2???????? 3?
4? Gallager[77]????????????
A.3 ?? A.2.1???


















(v; x; u) =W (ujx)PXjV (xjv)
t = 1 +  2 [0; 2]
f(v) =    c(v)
g(x; t) = t(   c(x))
??????
? 2???????????  : (r; s)T ! R? (r; s)??????????????
vTHv  0 (A.21)
A.3 ?? A.2.1??? 137






rr(r; s) rs(r; s)
rs(r; s) rr(r; s)

????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ss(r; s)??? (r; s)??? s???????????.
?????? t = 1+? t 2 (0; 2]????????????t = 0(????? =  1)
???????????????????????????????????????
???
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X
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vTHv = r2rr(r; s) + 2rsrs(r; s) + s
2ss(r; s)
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(r2 rr(r; s) + 2rs rs(r; s) + s
2 ss(r; s)) (r; s)  (r r(r; s) + s s(r; s))2
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 0 (A.30)
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H(jW;PX ; r) =   log
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PX(x)W (ujx) 11+ er[  c(x)]dx
1+
du (A.37)
G(jW;PX ; r) =   log
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PX(x)W (ujx) 11+ e r[  c(x)]dx
1+
du (A.38)
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f 0() < 0 (A.53)
lim
! AB1+
f 0() > 0 (A.54)
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PX(x)c(x) > 0; (A.75)
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a() b() = a()b() mod f(z) (B.7)










a b = expn(logn(a b)) = expn(logn a+ logn b) (B.8)
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